
DA VINCI IS BACK WITH A COLLECTION
OF GEMS FOR YOU TO RACK UP!

FORM AND GROW YOUR WINNING CLUSTERS
IN A TRULY RENAISSANCE AMBIENCE, WITH

MANY FEATURES TO HELP YOU OUT!

PLAY NOW

https://partnerdemo.high5games.com/high5html/launch.html?debug=true&slamEnabled=on&slamWaitTime=0&playMode=R&currencyCode=EUR&languageCode=en&siteId=FlashLobby&engine=default&quality=HIGH&userId=tester61749512&gameID=3092


TECHNICAL INFO
Launch date: June 2nd, 2022

GAME NAME DA VINCI GEMS GAME ID 3092

RTP 95.9% REEL TYPE CLUSTERSBUCKS

MAX PAYOUT 2,963x MATRIX 10X10

VOLATILITY High POSITIONS 100 Clusterbucks

HIT FREQUENCY 15% MIN. BET 0.10

Features

RACKING UP RICHES /
CLUSTERBUCKS

All symbols in non-winning combinations disappear, and new ones
appear in a respin to continue forming winning clusters.

TRANSFORMING SYMBOLS
2 Special symbols (spiral and diamond) transform into symbols of
adjacent winning clusters. Spiral symbols display a multiplier that affects
the winning cluster payout if adjacent to it.

FREE GAMES 3 to 5+ scatter symbols award 5, 10 or 20 free games

MAGNET FEATURE
Randomly activated if 1 winning combination has been formed and no
winnings follow in the respin, attracts dispersed same symbols to the
winning cluster.

Min. Devices

ANDROID IOS

X SAMSUNG GALAXY
NOTE 8 8.0.0 X IPHONE X 12.1

X NEXUS 9 7.1.1 IPAD 5TH GEN 12.1

SAMSUNG GALAXY TAP
A 10” 7 IPHONE X 11.2.5

X SAMSUNG GALAXY S6 6 MIN DEVICE/OS X IPAD AIR 2 11.3.1

IPHONE 6S 11 MIN OS

Downloads
Game assets | Certifications
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https://sftp.high5games.com/file/d/RMG%20B2B%20Assets/Assets/Da%20Vinci%20Gems/
https://sftp.high5games.com/file/d/Game%20Assets%20and%20Certificates/Game%20Certificates%20and%20Compliance%20Files/
http://www.high5games.com
mailto:b2baccounts@high5games.com
https://www.authorisation.mga.org.mt/verification.aspx?lang=EN&company=2c49a44a-8c56-4f55-9195-8ee708f671ef&details=1


Markets
UK | .COM | Alderney | Malta | Gibraltar | Isle of Man | Latvia | Croatia | Estonia | LATAM | Sweden | Denmark |

Spain | New Jersey

Languages

Bulgaria (bg), Czech (cs), Danish (da), German (de), Greek (el), English (en_gb), English (en_us), Spanish (es_ar),

Finnish (fi), French (fr), Italian (it), Japanese (ja), Korean (ko), Dutch (nl), Norwegian (no), Polish (pl), Portuguese (pt_pt),

Portuguese (pt_BR), Romanian (ro), Russian (ru), Slovak (sk), Turkish (TR), Swedish (sv), Traditional Chinese (zh-hk)

In-Game Promotions
Free Bets; Free Bets Adaptive; 2x Payouts; 2x Payouts Adaptive; Feature Boost; Feature Boost Adaptive

High 5 Games Promotions
High 5 Games offers a collection of ready-to-go in-game

promos. They require no integration whatsoever and they

can be customized for your audience. Players can benefit

from 2x/3x Payouts, Feature boosts, Super boosts, Free

bets, and more!

All promotions can be tailored to your needs, from cost to

number of spins granted. They can also be segmented

and customized for other parameters.

We also offer Rapid Rewards, a ready-to-go Network

Promotion that runs weekly with a 10,000 prize pool.

Get in touch to learn more:
b2baccounts@high5games.com
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ABOUT DA VINCI GEMS
Da Vinci is back with High 5 Games Clusterbucks mechanic that will help players rack up riches again

and again! Set in a truly renaissance ambience, Da Vinci will delight users once again!

Example of Desktop Base Game

Da Vinci Gems - Racking Up Riches comes with the Clusterbucks mechanic, where symbols pay out when 5 or

more same symbols land adjacent to at least one another. Boosted by High 5 Games Racking Up Riches,

every winning cluster is followed by a respin, where new symbols appear to replace non winning combinations.

As long as new same symbols land adjacent to a winning cluster or new clusters are formed, respins continue.

But Da Vinci talents don’t end up there! Enjoy extra chances to form/grow clusters thanks to 2 special symbols

that transform non-winning adjacent symbols into winning ones, allowing for even more frequent winning

clusters. Not lucky after 1 winning cluster? No worries, as the Magnet feature can attract same symbols in non

adjacent positions into a cluster to force a win, and letting players continue the respins.

Play up to 20 free games with 5 scatters, and follow Da Vinci into his chamber of gems!
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FEATURES

Clusterbucks & Racking Up Riches
Clusters of at least 5 symbols grant a payout and a

respin where non-winning combinations disappear.

New symbols fill the empty spots. New same symbols

adjacent to a winning cluster increase the payout and

grant another respin, until no further same symbols

land adjacent to the cluster, or new clusters are formed.

Multiplier & transforming symbols
Diamond and Spiral symbols landing adjacent to a

winning cluster, will transform into the winning cluster

symbols. Spiral symbols appear with a multiplier of 2x,

3x, 5x, 7x or 10x, that will apply to the whole winning

cluster!

Magnet feature
When 1 winning cluster is formed, and there is no

further win after the respin, there’s a chance that the

Magnet feature is activated, attracting same winning

cluster symbols that are dispersed, into adjacent

positions of the winning cluster. This allows for another

respin and more winning combinations.
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BONUS

Play 5, 10 or 20 free games when you collect 3, 4 or 5 (or more) diamond symbols within the same spin or

consecutive respins. Diamond symbols that are adjacent to a winning cluster will not only be transformed into

winning cluster symbols, but are also collected towards the Bonus activation. At the start of each free game

spin, a winning cluster of 5, 6 or 9 symbols is placed on the reels, granting a payout and a respin on each and

every of the 5, 10 or 20 spins!
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Get in touch:
b2baccounts@high5games.com


